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Continued strong performance across retail and veterinary 
operations

Average weekly new 
veterinary clients

Active VIP 
Customers

Proportion of profit-
making vet practices

c10,0006.8m

90%

Puppy & Kitten 
Club Members

Pet Care Plan 
Subscriptions

% of VIPs shopping 
more than 1 channel

1.4m

27%+107% YoY

+11% YoY+13% YoY

+19% YoY

+45% YoY
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+7% YoY
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Sustained and continuing growth in new pets increases our 
medium-term customer revenue opportunity
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FY16 Medium term

£0.9bn

Taking market shareMaintaining 
our share in 
a growing 

market
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* Includes customer sales made by our First Opinion Joint Venture practices. Excludes Specialist Referral Hospitals, which we disposed of in December 2020

First 
Opinion 

Vets

Omnichannel
Stores and 
Grooming

c17%
Market 
Share 

£1.4bn

c23%
Market 
Share 

FY21

£1.6bn

Anticipated 

FY22

 Leveraging our 
data-led insights

 Continued 
investment in store 
regeneration and 
distribution network

 New veterinary 
practice rollout

 Grew c3x rate of 
online segment 
during FY16-21

 Transformational 
digital initiative 
“Polestar”

 Digitising 
operations, joining 
up ecosystem

 Grew c3x rate of 
First Opinion 
segment during 
FY16-21

 Model remains 
differentiated vs 
competition

 Maturity profile 
underpins strong 
future growth

 Sustained growth in 
new pets past 18m

 12-15 year lifetime 
opportunity

 Continued 
humanisation, 
premiumisation 

 Pet renewal

Stronger than expected growth in the pet population over the past 18 months is increasing the size of our 
addressable market; we now see a pathway to £2.3bn of customer revenue across our business over the 

medium term

+9%

CAGR

£2.3bn
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+18.0% YoY +1692 bps +1527 bps +77.2% YoY
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Delivering quality, sustainable financial performance

Group Revenue Group LFL Group 2-Year LFL

Group Headline 
FCF

CROIC Net Cash*

+22.2% +28.6%

£91.6m 25.1%£64.7m
+51.3% YoY +238bps+£115.6m

£677.6m

Group Underlying 
PBT 

Interim Dividend

£70.2m

4.3p
+72% YoY

November 2021
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* Excluding lease liabilities.
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© 2018
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Investing in infrastructure to 
provide a best-in-class customer 
experience
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Investing in stores and distribution to improve our service 
proposition 
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Our pet care centres bring the customer
pet experience to life

Our future-focused distribution platform will
enhance our customer proposition

 Purpose-built, c670k sq.ft facility in Stafford

 Consolidating legacy infrastructure improves fulfilment 
capacity and inventory flexibility

 Future-focused platform, serving both stores and online

 Optionality over c100k sq.ft additional space

 Clear focus on sustainability

 Well-invested, localised community hubs

 Experiential-rich formats across the UK 

 Product, grooming, veterinary services, expert 
advice, multi-use event space

 Contactless Collection, one hour Click & Collect 
and same day Deliver to Home picked from store

Investing in our data and digital capabilities, our network of pet care centres, and our supply 
chain, will help us to achieve our medium term customer revenue opportunity
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Futureproofing our veterinary operations by improving the 
pet, vet and client experience
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 Optimising clinical resource and 
enhancing client engagement through 
new “Pet Care Advisor” role

 Latest in design innovation and client-
facing technology 

 Integral role in our pet ecosystem

 Further roll out planned over 
subsequent years

Futureproofing the pet, vet and client experience through harnessing 
technology and setting our colleagues and Partners free to serve
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Leveraging our growing data 
capability to increase share of wallet

Pets at Home Group Plc
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Our growing analytics capability is generating unparalleled 
insights to underpin stronger engagement and higher spend

November 2021
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Our data insights enable us to have the right conversation at the right time with our customers, 
making their pet care journey more convenient, affordable and rewarding

Single view of 
customer, pet and 

household

‘Customer DNA’ 
profiling based on over 

300 attributes

Using AI to calculate 
propensity to engage 
with other services

Pet lifetime value 
model to predict the full 

lifetime of spend

Predictive churn model 
to generate relevant 

interventions

Increased marketing 
velocity, >300 campaigns 

over past 6 months

>150 billion data points in 
our cloud-based platform

Faster iteration, 
running c250k queries 

per month 
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Early indications of the potential for higher levels of 
engagement and spend are very encouraging

c90%

 Churn initiative to 
reactivate lapsing 
customers

 c90% of respondents 
returned post campaign 

 Growth in Puppy & 
Kitten Club signs up YoY

 Acquiring customers at 
the start of their pet care 
journey is key to 
securing lifetime value

+107% >40%

 Recent campaign to 
introduce customers to 
the Groom Room 

 More than 40% of 
respondents already on 
second visit

ACQUIRE 
customers

November 2021
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DEEPEN 
relationships

RETAIN 
lifetime value

Our data powers our CRM activity and early results are encouraging
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Acquire: Our Puppy & Kitten club helps to increase the lifetime 
value opportunity across our business

We have seen accelerated growth in
acquiring new Puppy and Kitten owners

Puppy and Kitten club members spend
more than those outside the club

Yr 1 Yr 2 Yr 3 Yr 4 Yr 5FY18 FY19 FY20 FY21 H1 FY22

+82%

CAGR 1.3x

1.7x 1.6x 1.6x
1.4x

Inferred spend uplift: club member vs non-memberGrowth in Puppy & Kitten Club

Our free-to-join Puppy and Kitten clubs are designed to attract pet owners at the start of 
their journey and introduce them to all parts of our ecosystem
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Deepen: Our pet care strategy is increasing our share of wallet
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£0

£200

£400

£600

£800

£1,000

Store customer Omnichannel customer
(store + online)

Omnichannel + vet
customer

Omnichannel + vet +
grooming customer

Retail spend
Vet spend
Grooming spend

+13%

Growth in customer numbers YoY

+21% +17% +31%

Increasing spend and shopping frequency

27% of all VIPs use our stores and at least one additional channel; an increase of 19% 
YoY

Customers who 
channel shift 
spend more 

overall

Based on Gross Customer Sales, inclusive of all sales made by First Opinion practices and VAT.
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Retain: While the benefits flowing from our data will only 
increase, the impact on customer spend is already evident
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2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

2014 2015

2016 2017

2018 2019

2020 2021

The above graph shows the ACV of customer cohorts across the last 8 financial years. Each coloured segment on the graph represents a customer cohort. 
Customers cohorts have been segmented by the year they joined the VIP Scheme

+15% growth 
in year 1 

spend
Cohort (year of joining VIP club)
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Average lifespan of a dog or cat is 12-15 years, creating a significant lifetime value 
opportunity

Data in-
housed
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Analytics across veterinary 
treatments and procedures 

supporting the best pet 
consult

Using intelligent data to optimise decision-making across the 
wider business 

Success of Contactless 
Collection underpinned by 
KPI analysis in real time

Basket profiling at store level  
to optimise inventory 

management and ranging

14Pets at Home Group Plc

Using intelligent data to optimise decision-making across the wider business and empower 
colleagues and Partners across stores and veterinary practices

November 2021
FY22 Interim Results
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Digitising our business to create a 
seamless pet care experience

Pets at Home Group Plc
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Our £20m transformational digital initiative to create a joined-
up customer pet care experience

Channel centric Pet owner centric

Clearly phased 18-month programme of new features and functionality

Polestar

 Connected ecosystem of 
products and services

 Seamless, integrated and 
consistently
joined-up journeys

 Platform to build 
lifelong relationships

 Personalised, pet-specific 
conversations

 Pet care platform

 New joined up pet care 
experiences

 In-house digital capability, 
new ways of working

 New e-commerce and 
subscriptions engine

 New product and content 
management systems

 New pet care app and 
customer identity 
experiences

 Siloed brands and 
service propositions

 Distinct customer 
journeys

 Single product or service 
focus

 Customer friction

 Generic interactions

 Omnichannel engine

From To

November 2021
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What our customers will experience as we develop a seamless 
digital pet care experience

Creating a unique and differentiated, proprietary digital interface to join together our 
ecosystem of products and services across all channels

Anytime,
Anywhere,
Any Way

One way to sign up 
and manage a Pet 

Care Plan

Proactive guidance 
and support

Pet Life Dashboard 
and Message Hub One App approach

One way to register 
/ sign in

Variety of secure 
and flexible payment 
and delivery options

One way to book 
and manage 
appointments

First Pet Checklist 
and First Shop Tool

November 2021
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Connecting physical and digital assets to put the customer in charge of their pet care experience

Ship from Store Stock 
Average Weekly Orders

Digitising our store operations to create a convenient and 
flexible proposition across all channels

18

* Proportion of all omnichannel revenues in H1 FY22

FY22 Interim Results
November 2021

453
Stores offering 1-

hour Click & Collect

c5 mins
Average customer wait time 
for Contactless Collection

c9,000 15.1%
Proportion of Retail Revenue

1-Hour Click & Collect Contactless Collection

Ship from Store Revenue Participation
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Apps developed in-
house and with our 
colleagues in store

Empowering colleagues to deliver a joined-up pet care 
experience

“One Device”: technology 
empowering a joined-up 

customer experience

“Go-instore”: linking 
online customers live to 

instore colleagues

19Pets at Home Group Plc

Giving our store, vet and grooming colleagues the technology they need 
to simplify daily tasks and provide an enhanced customer experience

FY22 Interim Results
November 2021
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© 2018
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Our Unique Veterinary Model
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Our unique veterinary model is a clear strategic differentiator 
and plays an integral role in our pet care ecosystem
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Favourable market dynamics A differentiated business model
 Increasing pet ownership and breed diversity

 Increasing longevity of pets and advances in 
veterinary care 

 Increasing humanisation and insurance penetration 
underpins propensity to spend

 Largest branded joint venture veterinary business in 
the UK

 JV partners incentivised to provide the best pet care

 PaH provides business support while JVP retains 
clinical freedom and operational independence

Estate maturity underpins future 
growth

Playing a valuable role in overall pet 
ecosystem 

 Less than ⅓ of practices are fully mature (10+ 
years old) 

 Strong customer sales growth with a relatively fixed 
cost base leads to profit margin expansion

 Highly cash generative, with significant FCF 
opportunity from existing practices upon maturity

 Increased engagement with other areas of the 
business

 Customers who shop multiple channels are up to 9x 
more valuable than store only shoppers

 Nature of client-vet relationship provides opportunity 
to foster loyalty and long-term ‘sticky’ revenues

18%
Share of UK veterinary market

442
Practices nationwide

£60m
FCF from existing practices upon maturity

9x
Spend of customer who shops all channels vs store only
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338

9%

A track record of taking market share 

22

1999 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Managed Estate Customer Sales £m

JV Customer Sales £m

Introduction of 
Companion 
Care instore 
vet practices

Acquisition 
of 

Vets4Pets

Pets At 
Home lists 
on the LSE

Vet Group 
Recalibration 
Announced

Acquisition of 
The Vet 

Connection

# Practices 208

Market share 4%

436

13%

470

16%

441

18%

384

123

57

199

237

158

277

318
351

27% CAGR
since V4P
acquisition

277

8%

388

11%

441

17%

461

14%

468Sales/Practice (£k) 275 544 676 870445 514 797600

Surpassed
2 Million 
Patients

250k Active 
Healthplans

4m Annual 
Practice 

Visits

November 2021
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We have used over 4.1 million pet records to develop a refined view of lifetime value

Our omnichannel pet care model enables us to access all 
components of pet care spend over the lifetime of a pet
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54%
49%

44% 42% 41% 38% 35% 33% 33% 31% 30% 29% 27% 27% 26%

46%
51%

56% 58% 59% 62% 65% 67% 67% 69% 70% 71% 73% 73% 74%

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

Retail % Veterinary %
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We are on-track to deliver £60m of Vet Group FCF in the medium term

The free cash flow opportunity from First Opinion practice 
maturity remains significant

24FY22 Interim Results
November 2021

Practice age and Vet Group 
FCF in FY21

Practice age and FCF in the 
future at maturity1

1.  Assuming each existing practice is individually mature, and without opening any new practices

18%

50%

32%

100%

Practice age Vet Group FCF in
FY21

Practice age Expected Vet Group
FCF when all

practices mature

0 - 4 years

5 - 9 years

10 years+

£60m

Future practice rollout 
presents further upside

£38m
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Sustainable, profitable growth over 
the medium term

Pets at Home Group Plc
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Delivering sustainable results for our shareholders
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 Strong cash flow generation 
and robust balance sheet

 £20m project to transform 
our digital capability 
‘Polestar’

 £48m investment in our 
distribution network

Organic business 
investment to drive quality 

and profitable growth

Provide a progressive 
dividend to shareholders

Value-accretive 
opportunities, including 

M&A

Return surplus free cash 
flow to shareholders

 Maintained dividend 
throughout Covid-19 
pandemic 

 10% increase in final 
dividend at FY21 prelims

 72% increase in FY22 
interim dividend

 Acquisition of The Vet 
Connection broadening our 
digital capabilities

 Strategic investment in 
Tailster, a platform for pet 
walking and sitting services

 Post all other identified and 
anticipated uses for capital, 
including ordinary dividend

 Agnostic between Special 
Dividends & Buybacks

 Methodology dependent on 
share price and quantum, 
shareholder views
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Maintaining our focus on corporate social responsibility

 The Pets at Home Foundation awarded 
grants to charities worth over £1m in 
FY22 to date

 Broadened remit to support charities 
that help people through pets

 Extended partnership with the 
Woodland Trust to introduce a ‘pet 
memory scheme’

Pets People Planet

 Committed to net zero carbon scope 1 
and 2 by 2030; scope 3 by 2040 

 Using sbti guidance, set target to reduce 
overall supply chain emissions by 42% 
in absolute terms by 2030 vs 2020 base

 Rolled out collection units for the 
recycling of pet food packaging across 
75 stores

 Supporting Kickstart programme with 
over 130 "kickstarters" working across 
our business to date

 Launch of four new colleague diversity 
networks on gender balance, disability, 
LGBTQ+ and race and ethnicity 

 Launch of Diversity & Inclusion Charter 

November 2021
FY22 Interim Results
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Financial review of FY22 interim 
results

Pets at Home Group Plc
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+18.0% YoY +1692 bps +1527 bps +77.2% YoY
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Delivering quality, sustainable financial performance

Group Revenue Group LFL Group 2-Year LFL

Group Headline 
FCF

CROIC Net Cash*

+22.2% +28.6%

£91.6m 25.1%£64.7m
+51.3% YoY +238bps+£115.6m

£677.6m

Group Underlying 
PBT 

Interim Dividend

£70.2m

4.3p
+72% YoY

November 2021
FY22 Interim Results

* Excluding lease liabilities.
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Group

Revenue (£m) H1 FY22 H1 FY21 Change

Total1 677.6 574.4 18.0%

Like-for-like 22.2% 5.3%

Retail

Revenue (£m) H1 FY22 H1 FY21 Change

Food 336.7 277.4 21.4%

Accessories 257.7 213.2 20.9%

Other2 25.2 17.2 46.3%

Total 619.6 507.8 22.0%

Like-for-like 21.9% 5.8%

Vet Group

Revenue (£m) H1 FY22 H1 FY21 Change

Fee income from JV vet practices 36.9 28.6 29.1%

Specialist Referral centres - 22.9 (100.0)%

Company managed practices3 16.2 12.3 31.3%

Other veterinary income4 3.7 2.8 33.4%

Total 56.8 66.6 (14.7)%

Like-for-like 26.2% 1.2%

1. Includes revenue generated from The Vet Connection within our Central operating segment, not shown here.
2. Includes revenue from grooming services, pet sales and insurance commissions
3. Revenue from company managed practices, which is recognised in full from the point they become wholly owned
4. Includes income generated from non-revenue based fees such as those relating to the set up of new practices, income generated from the sale of company managed practices, and other supplier income

We have seen strong revenue growth across both our Retail 
and Veterinary operations

November 2021
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Expansion in underlying gross margin reflects the positive 
performance in our Vet Group

31

Retail underlying 
gross margin

H1 FY22 48.1%
H1 FY21 48.5%

Vet Group underlying 
gross margin

H1 FY22 54.6%
H1 FY21 41.7%

Group underlying gross margin bridge +101bps

1. Contribution to Group underlying gross margin year-on-year movement
2. Annualisation against restricted grooming and live pet sales in H1 FY21
3. Includes higher redemption of customer acquisition offers as we drive growth in our Puppy & Kitten clubs, as well as other discounting activity, offset by positive mix impact
4. Includes the charge made to the underlying provision against funding made by Pets at Home to practices which we plan to retain as Joint Venture practices in the future. For such practices, the total 

provision represents 23% of the gross value of the loans

November 2021
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Grooming and 
live pet sales2

H1 FY21 Freight 
impact

H1 FY22

Retail (29) bps1 Vet Group +127 bps1

+87 bps
+56 bps

47.7%

48.7%

+71 bps
(87) bps

Disposal of 
Specialist 

Group

Underlying 
performance4

(29) bps

Investment in new 
customer acquisition 

& other 3

+3 bps

The Vet 
Connection

Central +3 bps1
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28.7%

Operational Efficiency

We continue to invest to drive market leading levels of growth

32

Support 
Office1

Stores2 Vet 
Group

Distribution 
capacity

CV-19 
Costs7

H1 FY21

£164.9m

H1 FY22

£192.2m

1. Includes support centre colleague and occupation costs, plus all central costs covering Group functions
2. Stores includes grooming costs
3. Includes costs in relation to growth in online and flea & worm subscriptions
4. Includes costs in relation to marketing, advertising campaigns and CRM to drive customer acquisition

Normalised operating costs excluding D&A: 11.2% growth

Supporting our Growth

£170.9m

3.6% growth

+£4.1m +£0.7m
+£4.5m

+£3.4m

+£1.1m
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of 
revenue

28.4%
of 

revenue

People 
capability5

+£17.0m+£2.9m

+£1.6m

Omni-
channel3

Customer 
acquisition4

7.5% growth

Non-recurring costs

5.5% growth

£183.4m

(£4.4m)

Specialists 
Disposal8

34bps 
improvement

(£3.6m)

Business 
Rates6

5. Includes investment in our Data, Business Systems and Propositions teams
6. Relates to timing of rates payment (no P&L charge in H1 FY21, £28.9m repaid in H2)
7. Includes specific costs incurred in relation to the pandemic
8. Cost savings in relation to disposal of the Specialist Group on 31 December 2020
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A significant increase in underlying pre-tax profit 
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1. Underlying EBITDA is stated after IFRS2 charges of £2.8m (H1 FY21: £2.4m).
2. H1 FY22 non-underlying credit of £0.4m relates to the release of a provision held against property leases. H1 FY21 non-underlying charge of £0.7m relates to an accounting charge for the potential 

future acquisition of minority stakes owned by vet partners in the Specialist Group (disposed of on 31 December 2020). Both have been allocated against non-underlying gross margin.

£m H1 FY22 H1 FY21 Change

Underlying EBITDA1 137.7 108.9 26.4%

Depreciation & amortisation (59.7) (59.3) (0.5)%

Net interest (7.8) (10.0) 21.4%

Underlying PBT 70.2 39.6 77.2%

PBT margin % 10.4% 6.9% 346bps

Non-underlying items2 0.4 (0.7) NM

Pre-tax profit after all non-underlying items 70.6 38.9 81.3%

Effective tax rate 20% 20% -

Underlying basic EPS (pence) 11.3 6.3 78.1%

DPS (pence) 4.3 2.5 72.0%
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Capital investment is fully aligned to our pet care strategy

34

£m H1 FY22 H1 FY21 Spend includes

Digitising the Business 16.9 8.4 Enhancing in-house data capabilities, Project Polestar

Investing in our Supply Chain 5.7 1.9 Development of new single-site distribution facility

Store Transformation Programme 3.7 1.8 Ongoing store refurbishment

New Stores and Groomers 2.8 0.6 3 new stores opened + 2 under construction

Vet Group 1.4 3.6 Systems and maintenance

Other 2.4 1.0 Includes maintenance

Total 32.9 17.4

Returns on capital H1 FY22 H1 FY21

CROIC1 25.1% 22.7%

November 2021
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1. Cash return on invested capital, represents cash returns divided by the average of gross capital invested (GCI) for the last twelve months. Cash returns represent underlying operating profit before 
property rentals and share based payments subject to tax, then adjusted for depreciation of PPE, right-of -use assets and amortisation. GCI represents gross PPE, right-of-use assets and software, 
and other intangibles excluding the goodwill created on the acquisition of the Group by KKR (£906,445,000) plus net working capital, before the effect of non-underlying items in the period. The 
comparative CROIC numbers have been restated to reflect the impact of IFRS 16 and enhance comparability. 
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Accelerating investment to grow the Pets at Home ecosystem
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46%

16%

21%

17%

FY22 planned
capital investment

c£70m 

 Investing in our distribution 
network

 Transforming our pet care 
centres to provide a best-in-
class customer experience

 Further digitising our 
business (Polestar) and 
leveraging our data to create a 
seamless pet care experience

 Maintaining our asset base
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Positive working capital supports our strong cash generation

36

£m H1 FY22 movement H1 FY21 movement

Inventories 2.9 (17.0)

Trade and other payables1 56.5 46.0

Trade and other receivables (1.3) (15.4)

Trading working capital 58.1 13.6

Decrease in gross operating loans to JV vet practices 4.4 8.4

Cash working capital movement 62.5 22.0

Decrease in operating loan provision (1.0) (0.6)

Net working capital 61.5 21.4

1. Including movement in provisions, but excluding operating loans.

2. Provision refers to our provisioning methodology for funding made by Pets at Home to practices operating as Joint Venture practices. For such practices, the total provision represents 23% of the 
gross value of the loans

November 2021
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Operating loan balances to JV vet practices (£m) H1 FY22 H1 FY21

Gross operating loans 22.3 29.1

Provision2 (5.2) (7.4)

Net operating loan balance 17.1 21.7

Estimated working capital timing benefits in H1 which we expect to unwind (21.0) -

Normalised working capital 40.5 21.4
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£m (post-IFRS 16) H1 FY22 H1 FY21

Group operating cashflow1 159.2 89.4

Tax and interest (15.8) (9.9)

Debt issue costs - (0.2)

Net capex (36.7) (16.3)

Purchase of own shares to satisfy colleague options (15.1) (2.5)

Headline free cashflow 91.6 60.5

Conversion2 65.2% 54.3%

Ordinary dividend (27.2) (24.7)

Acquisitions3 (1.1) (0.8)

Disposals - -

Non-underlying cash outflow - -

Net increase in cash and cash equivalents 63.3 35.0

Net debt (including IFRS 16 lease liabilities) (333.2) (507.2)

Leverage (Net debt: underlying EBITDA) 1.4x 2.3x

Our free cashflow generation enables us to invest in our 
business, reduce debt and increase our dividend

37

1. Operating cashflow is calculated as underlying EBITDA before IFRS2 charges and with any change in working capital added back.
2. Calculated as headline free cashflow as a percentage of underlying cash EBITDA.
3. H1 FY22 and H1 FY21 includes investment in certain company managed practices.
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£m (pre-IFRS16) H1 FY22 H1 FY21

Net cash/(debt) 64.7 (50.9)

Leverage (Net cash/(debt) : underlying EBITDA) -0.4x 0.4x
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54.6%
48.1%

Vet Group Retail

£56.8m

£619.6m

Vet Group Retail

£24.5m

£53.1m

Vet Group Retail

£64.6m

£43.1m

Vet Group Retail

In summary: H1 FY22 key financial measures

38

Revenue & like-for-like growth Underlying gross margin1 & YoY change

Underlying PBT1 & margin Headline free cashflow2 & conversion3

+21.9%+26.2%

8.6%43.1% 245.8% 36.9%
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(34) bps+12.9%

1. H1 FY22 non-underlying credit of £0.4m relates to the release of a provision held against property leases. H1 FY21 non-underlying charge of £0.7m relates to an accounting charge for the potential 
future acquisition of minority stakes owned by vet partners in the Specialist Group (disposed of on 31 December 2020). Both have been allocated against non-underlying gross margin

2. Excludes £(16.1)m of free cashflow allocated as central
3. Calculated as headline free cashflow as a percentage of underlying EBITDA excluding IFRS2 charges
4. Normalised FCF excludes working capital timing benefits which are expected to reverse in H2, estimated at £21m

Normalised 
FCF4

£43.6m
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Our capital allocation priorities
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 Continued investment at 
attractive returns

 Digital capability

 Physical capacity

 Store regeneration

Organic business 
investment to drive quality 

and profitable growth

Normal operating range of leverage: Up to 1.5x Net Debt/Ebitda or 3.5x adjusted Net Debt/Ebitdar

Provide a progressive 
dividend to shareholders

Value-accretive 
opportunities, including 

M&A

Return surplus free cash 
flow to shareholders

1 2 3 4

 Regular, growing, 
sustainable cash returns

 Maintained at least in line 
with prior year

 Payout approximate to 50% 
of earnings per share

 Strategically aligned to 
expanding our ecosystem in 
core and adjacent markets

 Disciplined ROIC hurdle 
rates and investment 
appraisal

 Post all other identified and 
anticipated uses for capital, 
including ordinary dividend

 Agnostic between Special 
Dividends & Buybacks

 Methodology dependent on 
share price and quantum, 
shareholder views
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Our unique omnichannel model provides complete pet care 
to our customers

We are the leading omnichannel pet care provider in the UK

Favourable market dynamics

Scalable omnichannel model

Differentiated, sector-leading vet services

Extensive and growing data capability

Unique digital experience

Trusted expert advice

Financial strength and resilience

Doing good is part of our purpose

November 2021
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Use data and VIP to 
better serve customers

Bring the pet 
experience to life

Set our people 
free to serve

50% of revenue from 
pet care services

At the heart of our pet care strategy lies a simple vision: 
to be the best pet care business in the world

£284.3m 
32.8%

customer revenue from services
+17.3% (-67 bps) YoY

£114.9k
customer revenue per colleague

+20.9% YoY

£1,046.5m
VIP customer revenue

+26.6% YoY

6.8m
number of active VIPs

+12.8% YoY

November 2021
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Our Better World Pledge

 By 2025 set the standards for the 
safety and quality of pet care 

 By 2030 increase the impact of 
grants, donations and skill sharing to 
the rescue sector

 By 2030 educate 2m children in 
responsible pet ownership 

 By 2030 improve the health of the 
nations pets by focussing on nutrition 
and health plans 

 By 2025 be the leading employer of 
pet care experts   

 By 2025 create opportunities for 
5,000 people who face barriers to 
employment to experience work with 
us

 By 2030 increase the number and 
diversity of people who can benefit 
from time with pets 

 By 2025 be leading the way in 
sustainable pet care products  

 By 2030 maximise the value of our 
waste by adopting circular economy 
principles 

 By 2030 become net zero carbon 
operationally (scope 1 & 2) and by 
2040 aim to have a net zero carbon 
value chain (scope 3) using a 
science based initiative approved 
methodology 

Vision

Pillars

3 Goals

10 Initial  
Targets

To become the most responsible pet care business in the world

Pets People Planet

Purpose For a better life together: Creating a better world for pets and the people who love them

20 actions that we will be taking over the course of our strategy to deliver our goals20 
Actions 

By 2030 enhance the lives of one million 
people through our shared love of pets

By 2030 positively impact the life 
of every pet in the UK 

By 2040 become net zero   

November 2021
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Our Joint Venture model is unique in the industry and creates 
long term value for both vet Partners and Pets at Home
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Practice 
reaches 
maturity

if

JV fee income recurring
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Pet Care Resilience: >80% of Pets at Home customers would 
cut back spending elsewhere before cutting back on pet care 
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77% 80% 80% 82%

23% 20% 20% 18%

83% 85% 86% 84%

17% 15% 14% 16%

Yes

No

Source: PAH Pet Owner Pulse Surveys

All 
Respondents

PAH 
Customers

All 
Respondents

PAH 
Customers

All 
Respondents

PAH 
Customers

All 
Respondents

PAH 
Customers

May 2020 June 2020 July 2020 Sep 2020

Would you cut back on at least one area of household expenditure before pet care?

PAH 
customers 
over index 
vs average 
pet owner
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We’re 
better 
with pets


